MANUFACTURING EFFICIENCY SOFTWARE

Maximize OEE with our flexible Production Management Suite

Our manufacturing efficiency platform integrates seamlessly with production and business systems to provide full transparency into your manufacturing processes. By identifying hidden production issues and providing actionable insights, it’s helped customers document productivity improvements of up to 50%.

Find out more at 5me.com/software or call (586) 473-5070 to set up your demo at our North American Tech Center.
Gain 24/7 insight into your manufacturing operations

360° Insights
Monitor OEE for any manufacturing cell, machine or the entire shop floor

Actionable
Find productivity improvements via machinery status, manufacturing data and analytics

Access Anytime, Anywhere
Data can be viewed from any device, including smartphones and tablets

Asset Agnostic
Seamless integration with your system via MTConnect®

Flexible Reporting
Data is organized into configurable reports for fast action

Fast ROI
Payback in the form of increased efficiency has been proven in weeks, not months or years

Production management tools so powerful, they’re like ESP for your OEE
From quality and OEE to machine health and energy consumption, you’ll gain the information and insights you need to get more from your shop floor.

eLOG Real-Time Monitoring and Analysis
Links every machine on the shop floor to provide configurable reports on everything from individual machine performance to total production activity.

eSCOPE Machine Diagnostics
Provides detailed machine data visualization and allows user-configurable analysis trigger points for fast evaluation of maintenance needs or diagnoses of problems.

eMONITOR Machine/Process Health
Provides a foundation for condition-based maintenance programs; detect small anomalies before component failure, identify process variation, and determine whether a component is operating within specified parameters or if a process is in control.

eNERGY Consumption Monitoring
Monitors energy consumption from a single machine, a value stream or your entire shop floor; develop an ideal balance between energy consumption, cycle time, part programs and tooling.

eCELL Cell Control
Control and monitor cells for automated palletized manufacturing systems and parallel part processing; provides an easy platform for improving production flows and facilitating “lights-out” operations.
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